
Pricing Information 

Comfort By Design aims to create beautiful and uniquely personal wedding experiences for all 

its clients. We recognize that peoples’ needs and budgets vary, so Comfort By Design offers three 

wedding collections to meet your needs. No matter which collection you choose, Comfort By 

Design’s goal is to exceed your expectations. The three collections are Elegant, Luxurious, and 

Opulent. All collections include delivery, setup, and breakdown of the wedding ceremony and 

reception up to10 tables.

The Elegant Collection has a starting price point of  $9500. It includes an arch decorated with 

greenery, flowing fabric, and florals for the wedding ceremony. The decor for the reception 

includes standard tablecloths, napkins, and stretch chair covers. This collection also includes 

charger plates, and your choice of a fresh floral or candle centerpiece. It also includes a 

decorated sweet heart table, cake, and gift table. 

Our Luxurious Collection starts at $11,000. It includes custom wedding arch, specialty table 

linens that include textured and high sheen fabric options. It also includes specialty stretch chair 

covers and charger plates, fresh florals and candle centerpieces. This collection comes with a 

custom photo backdrop, decorated sweetheart, cake and gift tables. 

Lastly, our Opulent Collection starts at $13,500 and includes opulence everywhere the eye can 

see. A custom wedding arch flanked by tall floral stands. Tall and reflective floral/stands create a 

walking isle leading to the beautifully appointed wedding arch. At the reception are sensual to 

the touch, high-end  fabrics on all the tables, luxury chairs/stretch chair covers, glass charger 

plates for the wedding party, and specialty chargers for all guest tables. Lush and fragrant fresh 

florals, ambient lighting from softly burning candles and lighted crystal candelabra centerpieces 

add a touch of magic. Additionally, this collection includes fresh florals on tall holders to mark 

the aisles and wedding path, custom photo backdrops, and luxuriously decorated sweetheart, 

cake and gift tables. 



You may have special requests for an additional charge in either collection. Once again, our goal 

is always to exceed your expectations!  

Sincerely, 

Janie Rouse, Owner/Designer 

Comfort By Design


